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EVALUATION OF DEGEWTRAL12D AND REQ0Nois
HEALTH PROFESSIONAL %CATION 11)0C1i

'INTRODOCION

. m411.),
The Federal Government he 51-1Dported heltil °0wer eau-

eqe,_ . ,,,t

cation and training for many yeaf5. Initialiy,
'' '`'al supP''

Ants
of medial schools primarily tooK tile form (5 gf . for bio",

,

oalW
'medical researqh. The 'large resea/.Qh progratTly 6 medial

schools to attraet well-qualified aculties ,441d 51113Prt teaclling

5sis i.

programs. The "Health P'rofess'iof15-Educationw, A, -ance Act
*,:1

''of lo-6 (P.L. 88-1.29yprO,vided for raore dire 51'113:1 of
, t

teachini functions by,. authorizing rtlgtching gt_ory f(3'the/C(.?

.,.
tude,

struction of teaching facilities alAd loans fpr 5 . qt'cif
. .

This .,ation
medicine', osteopathic medicine, Ocl dentistry,

was primarily concerned with,incf.e4sIngA.the r.lob set) grauulates

from the natilo'n's health TrofesiO4s schools_ .14° 11'14-t4v
, the

irl

-1 n u
Mber.uneven geographic distributiorl, Ole rapid deli.13

e the

sg 4Nerof primary care.practitioners, aV the incre i.n of

foreign medical graduates Primary ca r
eSid

%Icy
3

positions were recggnized as important,issue,

After a_ number of years of tIlis 'type of 5upF 4 it ha5

f (3f
been recognized that simply increasing the nk4Abe 13hysicians

3lis ing
and .er health personnel is not 44 effectiv.e me solV- ,

health manpower distribution proPl; In rcen.V Y"rs, .the



nature of Federal involvement in health/manpower education has
\

changed in order to address,prbblemsof geographic and specialty,

distribution more directly. Federal 1..ulds are now supporting

more specialized programs such as "cohtingency" loanS forsstu-

dents who agree to practice for a nuMber of years in health

manpower shortage areas, family pracitice residency programs, and.

.
Various decentralized and regionali/ied health professional ed.U.-

cation program's.
. i

The.rationale for this type of Federa1 l interention ests

oh severall),grc,eptions which are, 1.1.Tidely regarded as axio afic.

1
The first of these is that the current geographic and sp cialty

3

,distribution of health workers i unsatisfactory; that .he

quality of the nation's health care suffers as a conse uenceokf
1

the current distributional pattiern. To improve the si

more physicians and 'allied health personnel are neede in urban

and rural'medically undetserved areas, and relativel more

emphasiS on primary medical care is needed. .1k'secon -perception

is that these distributional problems do not seem be splf-

correcting. fhe existing insentive structure surro nding choiee

Of practice location and-specialty or type of prdc ice serves

to perpetuate-and.even to aggravate.the Problems.
-

'Third, it is believed that focused outSide efforts can

affect health manpower distribution, and that thei problems are

sufficiently serious to warrant attention from.the Federal

Government. And finally, related to the new types of,programs

now receiving Federal support, it is thought that interventions

, 5
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at the educationaTIevel are jikely to be effective in influencing

Focation and specialty decisions. t

This paper focuses on 'one of these specialized types of

intervention: decentralized'and regionalized health.professional

/
education programs. (D/R HPEPsl. The distussion is intended-to

serve as backiround ma.terial for the development of i plan to

evaluate D/R HPEPs. The ideas and observations presented here

are drawn from conference proceedings and prepared papers of
, .

-Health.Resources Admin'iSTration staff a d members of the Advisor7

GrouP on Zvaluation of D/R HPEPs.* 4

Th.first Oart of the paper deals with descriptive-aspects
V

.of D/R HPEPs. Topics which e considered include:,

The D/R HPEP Concept

Types of D/R HPEPs

Goals and Objectives of D/R FrPEPs

.* D/R IJPEP Activities

The lattdr,part of the paper deals with evaluation-concerns

including reasons:for evaluating D/R HPEPs and issues which mus

be considered in designing an evaluation.

AP.

;

These papers wer, prepared for a workshop on Evaluation of
Decentralieed H lth'Professional Education held Aug. 24-26,.1975.

4.
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RIPTION 0 DECEN L'IZED/REGIONALIZtb
H ALTH PROFESSIONALE UCATION.PROGRAMS

. i. .

_The Concept of Dedentralized/Regional
Education

,

. , ,

The D/R RPEP concept can be 4escribed in terms of three.
. . .

4

Health Professional

central ideAs. Decentralization refers to a 'relocation of health
\.

manpowei,eduCation activities, especially phpicidn training'

proirams, to medically underserved areas.- Decentralized pro-
,

grams'are intended to reproduce, in all esentfal ch"araCteristioa, . ?

proirams'which are conductedrat the medical.sChoolior Univers

Heal (h.Science,Center. It is-hoped that the relocation of

trainingpygrmswi11 induce students to remaik in'small
k

munitie to practice. It- is also /felt that clinpcal training '

at sites Temo'te from ,the University Health Science Center cloisc)

may mbre successfully be able to promote a primary.care orientation:,
.

Regionalization refers to the coordination of existlirg_--'

g,ramis with other educational programs and

nstitutions, and the credtion

local .educational p
e

with local delivery
F.

g,rams to meet 'local n eds. In general, thodghvthere are
1

exceptions, dentistry, medic,ine, and pharmacy programS are de-
,

centralized, and nursin and allied health programs are

regionalized.

) It is felt that a regional effort to coordinate ,health man-

\bower training may improve tile capacity of health workers to

eam, and may increase the ability _of heafth careoperate as a

pro iders to t coMmu ity needs.

a 4
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,

"The-CtOtion-Oylinkages-ts an-additional aspect -of*the

.----.
.

D/R HPET concept. -Nearly all .decentralized and regionalized
.

Rrograms,are established and operat.ed throughlinks with local
),.. .

,

,

educafional'and health'ca-r.e delivery institutions. Throuh
, .

.
.

these:linkages, it is hoped that a long run capacity will be'
.

develOped 'to assess the health care and health manpower needs

of.the.community and to plan through education and other pro

grams to meet these. needs.

Types of Decentralized/Regionalized Health Professional Edu-
cation Programs

There are numerous health manpower education programs in
4 -

existence which embody in varying degrees the D/R HPEP concept

described above. Some of these programs were created by federal

programs. Some were initiated by.medical schools, tiy. lotal pr
,

vider groups, or by State agencies. Some of the,long-established

programS have attained federal support recentfy.. Othe-is continue

to operate independen of federal programs.

94
Three main types of D/R HPEP can be i-denti,fied. One type

is the Area Health afticat.'on Centers (AHECs) sponsored by the

riBureauof Health ManPow Under the BHM AHEC program, eleven
,

medical schools have contracted with BHM to.develop remqte site

training.programs. TCodate,/ there are 29 AHECs associated with

these medical schools. Many of these projects emphasize decen-



tralizatiónof.physician:educatidn:HOwever;-BHM AHEC projectS

Are. Also involved in activities relating to ,coordination of

allied health education

V .

community providers.*

A seccind-type of D/R HPEP, known as Health $erviceS/Education

Acticities (HS/E4), s sponsored by the Regionala Medical Pro-

gram. These projects, -numbering approximately 8t,-are independent,

community based consortia of providers of health services and°

programs and'creation of linkages with:.

providers of edutation and training. The' emphasiS of many of

these projeCts is on centralization at the local level oLkallied

health education programsF HS/EAs represent an atteMpt to bring

educational activities closer to practice bV coordinating and

) .

supplementing the clinical experience of stUdents Of member

schools. The basic philosophy of the HS/EA projects differs
t'

from the BHM AHEC concept in.that HS/EAs do not aCcord a

central position to the.mediCal s/Chool or UHSC. Some HS4EAs are.

affiliated witty medical schools, but many are not.

tVeterans Administration hospitals conduct health professiohai

education programs- wh.ich focus on creating linkages between

education programs and4local,provider institutions% Through

these programs, VA provides facitttles 'for the clinical

training of oyer 72,-000 Students a yeal'. Local VA hospit ls

serve as catalyts for these activities,.,encouraging maxi

of their facilities. All VA hospitals participatinvin

A detai
currentl

A de cri tion af the activities of the 23 BHM AHECs is

beint epared by Abt Associates, Cambridge, Mass.

,6
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11PEP belong t_o local-consortia which helps to.ensure that.their

efforts' T.elate to conditions and requirements of local arezs.
,.;

In addition to these three main types of D/R HPEP, a number

of other decentralized or regionalized tealth manpower training

programs qxist. For example, Michigan State UniVersity has

deVZI-Oped a medical education progAm strongly empha'sizing pri-
'-ilbor

mary medical care. In the absence f a"university hospital, all

clinical training .-?.dical students takes place in community

hospitals in surrounding communities. The.WAMI program at the

University of Washington provides remote area clinical training,.

for medical students.in Washington, Alaska, Mon'tana, and Idaho.

The Southeast Tennessee Area Health"Education Center, funded by

a number of sources, is a consortia of educational institutions

built on the RMP HS/EA model. This program focuses on allied

health manpower training and is affiliated with several large

medicgl schools outside of its region.

Goals and Objectives of Decentralized/Re ionaliz d Healt Pro-
-essiona ucation rograms

. I.

Deentralized and regionalized h'ealth professional education

programs have been described fas programs designed to affect the
4

di tribution of health manpoWer through changes in the educational

process involving inter-institutional systems. This description

provides a useful framewOrk for statinvgoals; one major set
/ .

o'f goals pertains speCifically,to thtgeograkhic and specialty
\ 0

distribution of 'health workersf, a s,econ'cri-S concerd with the

cational process, and a third relateS to organization of

and interaction among iytitutional systems.

7
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.
A statement -of D/R HPEP goals, subgoals, and objectives

is otitriped below. ThiS list represents a consolidation of the

(
views of the Advisory Grouivon Evaluation of D/R HPEP., . It

Should be kept in mind that while each of the objectives cited

applies to at least one D/R HPEP, no single Oroject or program

encompasses all of the objectives. As, indicated, in the discussion

oftypes. of D/R HPEPs, there is a wide diversity across programs.

The BHM, RMP, and VA programs were intentionally very loosely

structured So that individual ptojects cOuld develop innovative

\ ways to respend to jocal needs. ThUS, projectS have establiShed

'their own priorities and objectives within the framework of a

national program. TIM following list of goals and objectives

covers most areas of concen to the various .D/R HPEPs.

Gaal: Improve the distribution 'of health manpower resources.

Subgoal: Improve the geographic distribution of,heal
manpower.-\-:'

Objective: Instill more Eavorable attitudes toward
7 remote area practice among medical stu-

. identS.

Objective:: Incluce medical students to practice in
medically,underservedareas.

Objective: Provide educational activities for
! - medical students in medically under-,

served areas.

Objective: Provide clinical.tiraining for medical
students in medically underserVed areas. -

ObjectiVe:. Induce established practitioners to
practice inacedically underserved areas.

\

8..
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1

Objective: Encourage migration into MUAs.

Objective: 61courage itigration out of MUAs.

"Ws
Objective: Increase the supply of allied health

workers in mediCally underserved area's:

Subgoal: Enrich the local professional environment.

Objective: Establish continuing edu tion programs.

Objectiye: EstabliSh channels for cons ltation'an-1
referrals btween UHSCs and commUnity
hospitals'.

.
,

.

Objective:- Involve'interested local practitioners
in program activities. A

Subgoal: Improve theespecialty distrib ion of health,
manpower.

.11

Objective: Induce medical students to choose*primary
care specialties.

.Objective: Increase the-supply of primary care allied
health workers. -

Goal: Improve the educational process.

Subgoal: Maintain or'improvere quality of education as
com/Sared with tradit'onal (central site ) edu-
cation prograrri.

,Objective: ..ssesS local health madpower requiq%ements and.
-dete'rmine the appropriate educational response.

Objective: Establish linkages and initiate planning
.

among educational institutions.

Subgoal: Modify organi,zational arrangements to extend
primary care education at all levels. 40

- Objective: Estatlish educatiOnal. and. Clinical training
programs*in medically underseriied areas
'emphasizing primary care.

9
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P
Subgoal: Modify education program Content to improve.and

increase health_education activity.

Objective ProMote continuing education of health
aI

practitioners to update knowledge and
upgracie-skills.

Objectiver Coordinate the education and training
activities o.f all health manpower types.

Objective: Promote the adoption of a health team .

approach to increase health manpower
productivity.

.1,1

,4,4' .- ,, , ,

-=..'Objecti've:,..,Effect tpec.ific chahges.id the gnive'rSity,
v 1 A Health Science,Center.to:

-Tk ,

..

-

.- Increase -aivareness of local problems-
, among UHSC:faculty and administration.
, . ..- y'' , .

c.- Mclaify admissiohs policies to reeruit.
more students fibm.rural-envircinments.

.V ,
.

'- . -,
,

..,4 -,

!--Achi-eve,increds,0 budget allocations to "-

primary care spcialties.
..' '

.
,

-.Achieve expanded empha a and curriculUm
, content on primary care.

. .

- Obtain.a lorig term commitment from.the
UHSC for contfnuing 84pport af'DIR HPEPs.

0'0

Subgoal: Modify the mix of_students entering educational
programs.

Subgoal: Increase consumer health educations

Subgoal: Increase the efficiency of the heal,th manpower,
education proces's. 4

Objective: Use under4tilized facilities for clinical
:6.--"*.7.0

Objective* Utilize qualified local practitioners to
supervise preceptorships.

Goal: Improve cooperative actions among inst tutional systems.

Subgoal: Establish inter-institutianal linkages to tosfer
4communicationS among groups in order to better
relate health.manpower training to local needs,
and in order to kuild a system network which
will promote the longevity of the decentralized
or regionalized program.

10
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1,' 4
'.

.

Objective: 'Create i-inka.ges among edddational in$ti,t-u-

,
tions'and between education and provider,

,
.

-.. 1 ,groups. .

r
.

_/
; Objective: 1.neourage informed consumersparticipation

' in community health affaiTs,. ._.).
,

, . .

.

AciVities of.Decentralized/rRegionalized 100.th Professonal
e

. Education. Pri3grams . .1- ,

- : -.,, .

_

G ven the.wide div4e:rsity Which exists in program typeS and
,

.

objeetjNes.., it follows that the activitiés underiaktn by variOus

D/R HPEPs to,dchieve their bbjectives also vary widely. In thiNs'i

0 ,

discusion, activitiei'are not linked direCtly to bbjecbives
. .

since activitl,es often serve multiple objectives. Rather, several

broad types of efforts are identified and examples of particular ,

activities. presented. ipe activities.described are representative

of the efforts of various D/R HPEP. The list is not intended to

be all-inclusive rior is it intended to fully describe any par-
,

ticular decentralized or regionalized program. Each D/R RPEP is

characterized by a unique set of activities flowing from project

objectives, available resaurces, '_and local co ditions.*

Most/11/R HPEP activities are directly related to education
..

.., or training programs for healt4'manpower. Efforts range from

4

designing and conducting trai,ning programs to coordinating

existing programs, to recruiting students and faculty, to.planning
N

for future healt tighpower needs. Programs are concerned with

(1

*As noted previously; a detailed description of the activities
of 111'BHM AHEZs is currentlAbipeing prepared. The activities
'of each HS/EA in California alt described in Program Guide:
The alifornia Network of: Health 5ervices Manpower Education
(70hscrtiai Charles H. White, et. al., California Regional Medical
Program, January 1975.



-.
the training of Students in'many thealth.fields and wi'th the %

' . ' e . is 1

contInuing eduCation of est*lished practitioners. Most,
.

activities are carried out in conjunction with area e
.

tioh...

, and/or provider institutions. A number of specifac activities
. :,

.
.

are detailed,below. -7",

*-- ., , .

-,....12
0

, '/ 64

Many D[R HPEPs are inlIT'Ved.in designi tor conducting-
.

.

,

educ'atldnal programs for health car6er stu nts. TheSe,Orograms
a

may train students in medicine, 'dehtistry, nursing,'pharmacy,

health administration, Or allied health/professions. Thex may

be' undergraduwte or graduate level training prograils. They may .

be pilot djnonstratn projects or oh-going programs.
,

In.a4ttion .to curritular prograth activities, mos..I.OR,HPEPs-
.

are concerned with est lishing clieical placements for stttdents

in the local area., inical tratri4ng takes placeprimarily in

community hospitals (or in VA hospitals under"VA AHEC programs),
J

but also extends to preceptorships for medical students with
3

physicians. Hospi.tal-based clinical training programs for

medical students and graduates 'my include short term rotations

in community hoSpitai-;.internships, residenci'es including

family ?i.actice residencies, or other types of programs.

A related set of activities involves coordin4ing and ro-

viding assistance to educational programs already in existence.

D/R HPEPs work with'locai schools which train health professionals

Sand establish linkagA between medical'schools''or UHSCs and local

schools. Activities may include curriculum development'or

12



1-c-,

r
coordination of program offer s fot various manpower types in

an afea.. D/R HPEPs may also give guidance to community colleges

or comprehenspile colleges in, developing new allied health

training pro'grams.0

Recruitment ..of 'students to health careeirs is an important
1

activity offcany D/R HPEPs in,..lightPof their oUjectives'of pro-
.

v \
,

4, viding trainimg and employment opfortunitiesto local residents
!

and especially o tinlrities and /he economical4T disadvantaged:

(.." Recruitment Activities seek toj1cres awarenss in the community
.

. .oE healft'career .raining opportuNitieS.through use of-bracihures
(

. '

, .

and counseling teams which visit ischoors. In addition, some

- programs offer'sch larships to ne.4Iy students.
. .

-

..,

sf

*An important CO cern ofmolt programs is the provision of

continuing education for local health manpower. Program activities

ma Y. include assessing needs and establishin riorities, for the
Apo

content of continuing education programs, cting lectures
w-

and discussions to keep practitioners abreast of new developments,

providing for inservice training,sipporting medical audits of
N

health service delivery, or establishing
.

Lekrning ResOurces

Centers in area hospitals or libraries. Care is taken to con-

duct:these activities in cooperation wit1 local prafessibnal

societies and an effvtiis made.to draw-on the resources of the

UHSC wIyere possible.

A wide variety of 1.)YR HPEP activities relates to planning

for future health manpow r needs. Most programs see1 to better

relate health maripzwy training to local-health care delivery,,

13'
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needs. In orderAta accpmp lish programs.may conduct

formai "needs assessmeut" in the,coujmunity, or may Work with

-12oCal health :Planning agencies and provider Tepresentatives:

he basic ectivities include acquirink 4nd analyzing data :and

eritoUraging open communication among local dnterest groups to

iden-Lfy

cess may

i

%

demand for servióes and for manpower, annventory of training-

program's, anAcinfar ation of garrpower utilization, including job

performenSe'criteria and-barriers to more effective,uotilizatidn'.

0

community needS-. Data of interest 'in the planning pro-
,-

incluae current supp1yookf4kealth manpower, proj6cted

'A planning activity of.,,P/R HPEPs is t translate these data and

others.into- prescriptions.for health manpower.training programs_.

Some D/R HPEPs engage in evaluation of their own, programs, which

further feeds into the.planning.process.

.The activities described above are concerned with

training all-d education of health personnel; In a separate line

of effott, some D/R HPEP activities focus on health care con-

sumers.: These activities include consumer health education and

self-help instructiOn, and occasionally diagnostic screening
z

services. 4

A ba'sic concern of both decentralized'and regionalized.

education PrOgrams is the creation of linkages - a network of

commun4cation and coofreration among local educ.ation, ,provider,

and health planning groups; and between 'local groups and regional

UHSCs. Although A large amount of D/R HPEP effort contributes\

,
14
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to the forMation o these inter -institutional 1014 ' 'tew

_ s

( / AA'.
activitces are desi tied to -Ndeve loP 1 inka'ges 4* 5Y Rather

t
el. :

the system network e-volves as DIR. 4E135 work vi..tt Lot,-al go lleg?
"tr : Prk ea

. -o gramshospitals , and planning boards to ikprOe

'health planning.

and

.%



EVALUATION OF DECSTRALIZED REGIONALIZED
HEALTH PROFESSIONALEDUCATION PROGRAMS

.

rn Sefliion l of this paper,'the basic conc ts of decen-
, % .

,tralized and regionalizd health'professional.education pror

grams (DIR HPEPs) are discussed, and the goals, objective's,

A , .
and actriitiesof the programs are described. In LiS section,
f 4 .
'the fod(lis of the'discussion is evaluation of D/R P'EPs. At

1- Ai
issue iS whether or not tu underfAe a national eyaluation of

D/R pPEPs at 'this-time; and if so, how to proceed in designing".

'such an evaluation. A consideration of "why evaluate DIR.HPEPs?"
; ./

i .

gives 'substance to the firt,issue and focus to the second.
u .

- . '...--.

The general reason for.conducting a F derallysponsored

national., evaluation of D/R HPEPs can be st ped simply: to

.
,4(

improve Federal decision-making relating to certain health man-
-,*

issues. :Federal policy is'now actkvely seeking througk'a

:
number-of meChanisMs to affect the geographAristribution of.

,

health manpower and to increase concern forprimary care. The

.Federal-GovernMent's support. of D/R HPEP,s,mdy be viewed s a.

. form Of social experiment ntended to.aOcom;olish these toals.

Although.the scope 'ate Fedetal inVolVement inVR HPEP5 is

small in the context of.Federal monies spent on health,,or even

on health manpdwer training, it is important p) assess.the. per-

formance of these progrdins,at thiS, time for selyeral reasons.

t Decisions must be Reade regarding renewal of grants or\CO/ ntracts o

_

supporting curreat programs. Because the programs are relatively

16
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new, there is no accumlated ev.idence'on their per.formance:

Even knowledge of descriptive tharac "ristics of the programs

is lim d. Furthermore, the stratea /is ir(novative. The
N

ucatilbal p ss to"'effectiveness of intervening in the

influence location and Pecialty 'decisions s unkoi In
+1<

numerous reservations about:.this ,strate have been expressed

in view of the lge number ok variabl
,

decisions.. At this point, it is,not clear how well conceived

the strategjr is or how severe-the barriers are to effect ve

hich affect t

implementation.
a

, .

.DecisiOns must be made:not,only on the appro ate level
.

,.. , .

of suPport for currently-spOnored projects,, n whether
, .4)2,:

.4:
,,...

i -

or not to .eXpand these ,nNimilaf prog
. .*

,,,,

.- '','!;-
.,:-, /

AHECs and-HSYEAs<were no exPlicitly estab11. .a.s';démonstra-
, 7-.,

.

, 4
tion Projects to lay, the groundwork for a 1ge-scale nakznal

program. However, if they aRpear to be aAductive effi-
.

cient strategy for achieving nafional goals, theresi.s reason

to conSider expunding\Federal*and ()Vie upport. A current'

evaluation of Dia HPEPs is essential to-t e consideration of
. .

-funded

.
whether or not additional AHECskor HS/EAs should be fanded, and

if so-, where and with what proVi-Sions.

A .second reason to evaluate D/R.HPEPs is to improve loAil-
b

level decisori-makin,g -regarding resource allocation and operation

of specific projects. .In some cases, partieularly in BHM AHECs,

a continuing eVaWation effort is built into the structure of

17
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, the project. 1-lowever, all project , whether or. not ti4y conduct
.

(--
self- vaiiiatiori, mi4t. benefit from a broader eValuation,

A0
which moultprovide information on "best practices" or most

. ..,,./

effective approaches in variousis-Qings. Thus, the. restIonse

./ to "why evaluate?" is straightforward: to provide information

to Fed6ral and local policymakers n the aerfOrmancePand impact
4.

f\

/ of .these new, innovatiVe programs.

The issue of whether or not to undertake a national evalua-

tion at'this time T\cleatriy too staly drawil. A/range of t

options exists from conducting no evaluat4on thrhugh increasingly
0 -

more comprehensive, and conssquently more costly and tise-con- ,)
'"

a.

suming, evaluatio rts. The decision to bçjiade is one of

de'sirbd and feasible scope/f evaluati

This decision will ultimately b ()Made by,the Federal

sponsor of

relating

cipated

agenOy ala to o

ths,imaed costs. Asj
input into this decision, the present

,

1 .i
, .

'discusSion examin'es altgrnarives related to the evaluation

the evaluation, in.light ofxistig constraints'

time, budget, aria availability of data. The anti-

s of the information purchased, to the sponsoring

er intereed parties, must be weighed against

Idesig and considers certain problems which will be encountered
.

g
.

. .

in eV uating D/R HPEPs. TheSe problems -relate to the availa-

bility of data, the length of time D/R HPEPs have been in

operation, the diversity of project characteristics and settings,

-andmeasurement and. attribution-of prOgram outputs and impacts.

21
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Any limiiations on the scope of the evaluation which might

derive'from time or budget constriints faced by the sponSoring

agency are lighored at this

cOnsidered, include:

stage. Specific topics which are

Objectives of the EvaLlu&tion

For whom is the evaluation to be (Conducted
and what are their policy. concerns? -

L.

What broad policy concerns are genera
D/R HPEPs?

What types of evaluation might be conducted?
6

Targets of the Evall.uation

(

What programs are to.be studied?

What particular projects or sites are to be
studied?

Subjects for Evaluation

What types of information are desired?

What dimensions of D/R HPEP activity)are to

be assessed?

Potential evaluation questions

Measures

1,7 Probl ms fn Evalua ion' of D/R HPEPs

Objectives of t e Eva'luation

It was suggested above that the basiF rationale for evalu-

'ating D/R HPEPs is to improve certain aspects of'Federafrand

local decision-making. To tran ate this general concern nto

,. directives for an evaluation desi

decision-makina groups interested in D R HPEP performance and

AS

s necessary to identify

19
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impact and their Polrcy concernsl and go recognize broad
.-.e-

policy concerns generated by D/R HPEPs!.. Corresponding to

...these policy interests., several basic types ofeYaluation which

might be tonducteck, are described below.

Policymakers and adpinistrators interested in Dh HPEPS
/,

include the .Cong ess., the Office of Nranagement and Budget,

!Fe-deral administrators'n the Office of the Secretary of bHEW,

in DHEW's Health Resoui.cef Administration, and in he Veterans

Administration, program. doordindtors in the BuYeau -of Healt4

Manpower, the Regional Medical PitOgrats, and the Veterans
4

orS at thelacal levelAdministration, and project administ

State legislatures and
3/R

HPEP fun ing sources ana area

education and healih planning groups also are likely to be con-
-

derned with the peiformance of D/R HPEP(il however their specific

policy concerns will not be considered separately here.

Congress,,,concerned primarily with the effectiveness of

Fed programs in achieving social goals, must make decisions

on tur .authorizi g legislation and allocatios of funds to

FederaZ sponsor programs. It will be interested in the

achievements M, RMP, 'arid VA D1R HPEPs 'in relation t

national goals.

OMB is charged with assessingiqyerall Federal resource

allocation to assure that Federal programs are run effectively

and efficiently. Thus, OMB staff will want to know if Federal

funds are being used for the intended purposes and if program

): 20
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achievements are reasonable in light of resou'rceS expended.

Evaluative information relevant to these concerns ihcludes a

compar,isonof funded activitie.s wi\th proaram direttives and

goals, and A cdmparison of,achieveMents with costs.
A N,

Fe eral administrators at various levels focusl attention

on allocation of Fedeial resources for health and on program

development. Decisions must be made on whether or not to con-
, i

tinue support of BHM, :RMP, And VA Programs. Rela'tbd decisioriS
A

concern how resources.shouldlte allocated among.theqe program's
4

and between D/g HPEPs and,alternative intervention strategies..

For these decisions, policymakers need information on the

effectireness and efficiency of Federally.-Moported D/R HPEPs

and of other Federal rtograms which may serve the same ends.

In order to make decisions related to-program development,

information is needed on the relative effectiveness of various

approaches (e.g., decentralization, regionalization) within the

DIR HPEP strategy.

A broader concern of Federal administratorS and the Congress

which bears on resource allocation decisidhs is what is the
..-

appropriate role of the Federal Governmenvin D/R HPEP develop-

rileht? What difference has Federal support and establishment of

a national program made in the development of D/R HPEPs and iitk

the achievement of basic goals? Has the linkage networkGr-o-

moted in Federally-supported decentralized, and regionalized

programs made these programs more effective than isolated,

21
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Jremote site training programs incachieving basic goals? 'To 4

address-these issues requires information on achievements of

Federally-sponsored D/R HPEPs, non-Federally-soonsored.D/R HPEPs,

.41s:
4,1 and isolated remote site training.programs..

-.Program coordinators are cuicerned primarily with program
7;

development'and management. ;hey need to know how well t4eir

programs are doing and whXt structuralianci management changes.
. 1..

to promote, to improve program lierformance
,

and increase efli=,
,

...

'
c en A review of prOject,achievements anA,of 141e procels--

. . .

. ..

what implementation strategies are most effectiVe-ris requirect,

for this. assessment.
..

.

dProject administrators. are. also concerne wi ht ptoliam
i ,

.
.

develorent and management, but on a local project,

Managemebt decisions concerningithe appropriate.level and mix

of staff, appropriate lines 'ofiVuthority, and degree of monitor-

ing are required. Resource. allocation decisions for program
,

-content must also.be dade. In ord impro e. performance,
7 -4.

,,

,

----- \prolect administrators need information on their project's

achievements and the)re(lative effectiveness- of vario4 spon-

ored activities and
( Staff configurations. Informat

,

01(other prodects in.similar settings will broaden the local

administrator's awareness of ways to improve hi! -project's'

performance.

"Primary users" of the eValbation must be chosen from

these groups, who will participate in defining what is to be

2?
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_\1

'evaluated ana what consti,tuteS acceptabre evidence. .The

design'ation'of primary users does not ptreclude others from

using t4e infoxmation acquired. 'Clearly; policy concerns of
A

#

the vari,bus groups overlap and information produce'd 4for one_

groupmay.be of'dnterest to others. The Selection of any psi-
_

maTy users, in addition to.the one or two most'imiportan gfbups,

, , 4

Should be based on benefit-coSt considerAions weighing the

'availability of vajid information, and 'the costs of..acquiring

..1

.,

additionalYjnformation (and,of contending with additional.par-, ,
. , -

ticipantSjn-:the defini:tiOn of evaluatiort- issues: and accepiabIt
:

evidence) against the benefits to:--th sponsor of the'evaluation.
..

Several broad polic jssUes can be i&ntified from".the

concerns desctibed-Ztove. First, how effectieve has.t.he /R'HPEP

ss...rategy beep in achieving or moVing the nation,.toward s ecified

goats and objectives? How efficient have the Progrtms-been?,

pat factors appearbato-improve or to hinder siissfu1 per

formance? And what appears to be the mo t appropriate
)1,

role for Federal support of D/R HPEPs7

The first issues can be addressea through a. benefit-dost

assessment of D/R HPEPs, focussing on.tke basic questions:
. ,

1) What progress has been made by D/R HPEPs toward achieving

aoals and 'objectives related to the geographic andspecialty

distribution Of health manpower, to the education and training°

process,and to the fostering of inter-institutional systems?;

sand 2) what is the net cost of D/R HPEP operation?

23
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In assessing benetits, attention should be given to

,unanticipated program achievements which may or may not contri-
,

bute to achieving. objectives. Benefas to whom? and along what

dimensions? must be defined, since these areXtIlti:dimensional

programs:and Tinere are many partiesiwith vested intereSts in
d

outcomes.

An assessment of D/R HPEP costs must address questions

such as: What are the net coits to the lederal Government of

D/R HPEP support? (What other Federal fund allocations di-6

lessened as a result of D/R HPEP?)c,z).What is the distributional

impact of D/R HPEP support as opposed to alternative program

support (NCHS, Family PracticelResidency Program, scholarships

and loanS)? The costs to whom must be speci'fied. (Passibilities

include Federal and State governments, local communities,

students, society...).

The third concern, identifying possible reasons for, program

success, is relevant to all policymakers seeking to improve

program performance. Due to wide project heterogeneity,.this

assessment must be conducted With respect to particular com-

ponents 'of D/R HPEP activity. Nevertheless, general project

characteristics, such as organizational structure, management

factors, operational age and history of'the project, and the

receptivity of the local encironment to planned changes should
-s

be considered as well as specdfic activities undertaken by

projects to achieve objectives:

24
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Concerq about the ppropriate Federal Tole in D/R HPEPs

encompasses a broad ra ge of.issues. Specific questions of

interest include:. Are there Systematic differences in program

achievements between Federally-fundedprograms and programs

funded from othex sources--differences which can be attributed

to source of funds? DoeS it appear that'Federal funds have

been necessary for stimulating the development and/or expansion

of D/R HPEPs? Are Federal funds being used for intended pur-

poses? Have administrative regulations (e.g., decentralization
Aw

of DHEW) hindered or facilitated the development of D/R HPEPs?

What appears to be the optimal level of Federal.funding for D/R

HPEPs? The optimal number of projects in each program? The

most reasonable time period for-Federal support? Most of these

isys are quite dffficult to assess and will require a large

degree of judgment in interpreting information from programs

whicfr. are Federally supported and those which are not.

From the,discussion of potential primary users and policy

716'~

concerns, five general types of evaluation emerge: a national.

program evaluation, a comparative evaluationof types of D/R

HPEPs, an evaluatidn of best practices fo.r attaining a certain

limited set of objectives, project-level evaluations, and an

evaluation of the impact on geographic and specialifY distribu-
,

tion of D/R HPEPs and alternative intervention strategies.

A national prograM evaluation (for instance of BHM AHECs)

woul!I entail examining all of the projects-in the program, if

2 8
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possibl,p. The central concern is with the progranOs ,contri-

bution to achievemerit of certain national _goals__ TheSe_goals_

might be those indicated in 1971-1972 at the outset of the

programs, or tl.p might be other goals of-current or future

interest.

A national comparative analysis of types of D/R HPEPS-

could entail choosing a sample of projects from each provam

type of interest and comparing performance and impact,by pro-

gram type. The main,parameter of interest,in this type of.

evaluation is variation/in organizational structure ana" philos-
.

ophy, and the consequent effectt on program achievements.

TiAonduct an evaluation of best practi/ces linked to

specific objectives, evaluators would have to prioritize objec-

tives and identify the fewlof himihest priority, choose for

evaluation only those Projects specifically,-addressing those

objectives, and evaldate alternative approaches for achieving

the objectives. Management factors; as well as funded activities,

are topics of investigation here.

Project levelevaluationswould be concerned with the

degree to which individual projects are meeting locallylassessed

needs and achieving locally-defined objectives. Special atten-

tion is to be directed to the historical development ofi the
P

projeCt and to the political and economic context in'which it

operates. ,

The final type of evaluation cited is that of -identifying

areas which hav& receptly achieved a satisfactory supply and

2 9
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4alance of health manpower types and assessing the relative

role of D/R HPEPs in this achievement. This type'of1.*valuation

is more complex than thgse described above in tha; it is

necessary to try.to account for the'influence 0-the. manA factors -

.other than\D/R HPEP activities affecting practice location and

speciAlty choice. The general approach to this type of evalua-

tion would entail comparing a large number of selected areas,.

perhaps 30 sites, located near decentralized or regionalized

training prograMs, with 30 additional sites similar in general

characte;Tistics, yet without D/R HPEPs.
0

As suggested above, the choice of programs and specific

project Sites tde examined,-depends'upon the type of evalua-

tion conducted and the objectives of the evaluation, and is a

matter for agreement among primary users. Key considerations

are 14kely to be the number of activities of a given type

repotted to be underway and the potential availability of

information.. Decentralized and regionalized programs which

could be ealuated might include :the 29 BRM AHECs, approxi-

mately 85 RMP,HS/EAs,.eight. VA AHECs, unsuCcessful.applicant.

for BHM.contracts and RMP grants, and various other related

progr'ams such as WAMI, Tennessee's SETAHEC, WICHE, and others.

In reference to the broad evaluation issues, the benefit-

cost assessment described might entail comparisons within or

across progtam type. Evaluation of alterhative approaches to

particular objectives as mentioned above, would benefit from

2 7
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wide diversity among program types examined.. Finally an

evaluation of the effectiveness of Fecieral funding would

necessitate looking at both'projectsreceiving and projects

not receiving sizable Federal /7support.

, In terms of the type's ofevaluation, discussed above, a

national program evaIuatOn would permit examination of projects

from a single program, whereasdprojects from alternative pro-
_

grams w'Ould have to be included for an evaluation of D/R HPEP

types. An evaluation of bese,-practices within the D/R HPEP

strategy, would be most benefieial if it were'based on projects

drawn from a variety of programs in order to'capture substantial

variation in organization and management as well as particular

activities.

There exist three alternatives for,chosing projects to be

examined: the universe (all projects in a given program) , a

random sample of projectS from one or more programs, and a

sample selected on the.basis of specified criteria.

For a complete pyogram evaluation, one would want to assess

overall impact by.examining ehe performance of each sponsored

project, unless, as is dikely with the RMP prograM, budget

constraints and the unavailability of inf6rmation.prohibit such

an undertaking. To compare program types, a random sample of

projects from,each program might be most desirable. In evalua-

ting alternatiye approaches to particular objectives, one would

want to select only those projects working toward thiobjec-

tives of interest. Depending on the'objectives of the evalu-

ation, factors such as the size of a project, the number of

28
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years in ope'ration) the sources of funding, and other character-

istics,-may be relevant:in selecting the sample.,

Subjects,For Evaluation
, .

In order to cSrify the information requirements described

above, and to focus attention on particular evaluation issues, in

, th s section data aboUt ect performance are classified into

four types of information. Subs-equently seyeral dimensions of

D/R HPEP activity, related to major goals and objectives, are

identified. A number of potential evaludtion questions in each

-of these dimensions rare then proposed.

Information necessary for evaluation of D/R ItikEP per-

formance and impact can be described in terms of the following

categories:

Achievements
0

Costs and Source of Funding Support
Activities
Characteristics of organizational
structure, management, and project
setting.

The first two types of information pertain to program or pioject

inputs.and outcomes. ,The second two relate to the process of

achieving outputs. Any assessment of the effectiveness of project

activities must be accompanied and qualified by consideration of

the other (endogenous and exogenous) factors mentioned.

Explicit consideration of time is necessary in determining

information to be obtained,on both achievements and processes.

Different outputs and' especially impacts are to be expected in

different time frames. In the context of D/R HPEPs, the first

one or two years of operation repres4t a "short-run" period.

29
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Three to four years and 7-10,years of operation n1ight be thou'ght

of as intermediate and long-run period's respecti ely. The entire

life span of a project is a more relevant time r ference than
(.e .

the length of time it has been part of a particular program. A.

fully operating project which acquired BHM funding in 1972

should not be compared directly in terms of achievement with a

BHM.AHEC which,was initiated in 1972.

The general classification scheme presented aboNie draws

attention to the broad types of information of interest-in an

evaluation. More specific to the evaluation Of DR/HPEPs, there

ire several dimensions of project activity relating to goals and

objectives which might be subjects of evaluation. It will be

recalled from the discussion in Section 1 that D/R HPEP goals fall

into three broad areas. The programs seek to influence the

geographic and specialty distribution of health manpower by

effecting changes in the edUcational process and in the process

building inter-institutional linkages. An additional explicit

'goal of some programs is to create employment and education

opportunities for minorities.

These four goals of DR/HEITPs can be regarded as possible
%

dimensions to be evaluated. The dimensions roughly correspond

to a rime flow, with efforts,in building int9er-institutional

, systems supporting efforts to change the educational process,

which contribute to .changing the geographic and specialty

30,
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distribution of health manpowbr and ultlimately.iMproving the
4r o

availability and quality of ca;e_i4,6/R HPEP areas. All dimensigs

develop over time, but-in terms of a:cdrrent evaltation outputs
H

,rm

are more likely to have been achiewed in the areasbf institutional

linkages and educational process changes. While impact on

geographic and specialty distribution of health manpower may be

the primary evaluation concern, this dimension of an .evaluation

w?uld have to rely more on process -than output measures at the

present time.. '

Improvements Ln the quantity and quality of health cate in

medically underserved arelas are the ultimate goals of D/11 HPEPs.

However, considering the multitude of factors which influence

the availability and quality of care, and considering the rela-
ft,

tively small role played by Nit PPEPs in the total health care en-
.

vironment, these dimensions are not Considered here explicitly

in re.ation to the evaluation of DIR HPEP performance. It is

;assuMed that desired impacts on the geographic and specialty

distribution of health personnel will bring about imptovement

in health care delivery.

A number of potential evaluation questions linked to these

dimensions of D/R HPEPs are set out below. Most of these questions

are framed in terms 'of outputs or impacts, but information on

costs and on the process of achieving each objective' may also

be desired.° The particular evaluation questions to be studied

nfe
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within e4th dimension will depend in part an the,actual amount
(

of activity being conducted. Information from the cur'rent study
....,

.

by Abt Apociates, Inc. will indicate relevant areas y BHM AHEC

activity'to be evaluated.

PotentiafiValuation Ciuestions

_Institutional System Building_

Have meaningful linkages been established amopg UHSCs,
0

local health manpower educatL institutions; and

local treatment faciliti'es?

Have meaningful linkages.been established between

.these education and provide'r institutions and area

health planning agencies?

Have local providers individually been drawn into

DIR.HPEP activities?

What is the appkent degree of committment ot involved

medical schools and allied health training sthools

.to the development of the remote site training pro-

gram they are associated with?

Hasthe Project contributed to informed*consumer

paiticipation in health related affairs?

Educational Process

Has the quality of education of traditional programs

been preserved in remote site traiiiing programs?

Has it improved?

How does the content (curriculum, clInical training,

relative emphasis) of D/R HPEP training programs

differ from traditional programs?
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In what ways or to what extent do changes in training

program content and emphasis serye to better relate

training programs totdocal neeas?

What is the impact of D/R.HPEPs on the,affiliated

(if any) UHSC or medical school Itself in terms of:

increased awareness of local problems among

UHSC faculty and administrators?

recruitment and admissions policies?

allocated budgets for primary care

training?.

curriculum content and emPhaSis re ted to

specialty

primary care?

commitment of UHSC faculty and administrators

to continuing operations and development of

D/R HPEPs?

Have meaningful continuing education opportunities

been established and utilized by local health man-

power?

Distribution of Health Manpower

Has the D/R HPEP influenced student attitudes
°I

(favorably or unfavorably) toward,practice in

medically underserved areas (MUAs)?

what is the independent influence of the D/R

HPEP experience apart from predisposition

(self-selection bias), on attitudes of students

zarticipating in D/R HPEPs?

33
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what is the impact, if any, on attitudes of

students not participating directly in D/R

HPEPs?
Li

do attitudes differ toward practicing in MUAs

surrounding remote site training programs as

opposed to MUAa, without near-by training pro-
,

gramS?

Have students'participating in D/R HPEPs been induced

to remain to practice in the surrounding area? Are

these location decisions attributable to D/R HPEP

training program content, or to the location of

training or to other factors?

Have established practitioners been induced*tomigrate

to or remain in areas surrodnding remote site-training

programs?

-jwhat evidence is there of an improved local

professional environment?

Have medical and allied health students been induced

to choose primary care specialties?

Have established practitioners (physicians and allied

health personnel) been induced to spend more time

delivering primary care as opposed to specialtvare?

Education and Employment Opportunities of Minorities

Is there an increased awareness of educatison and

employment opportunities among minority residents in

D/R HPEP areas?
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Has the proportionAof minority,students in health

career training programS increased? p.
Has the proportion of minorities employed in health

careers in all locations increased?

Measures,

In the present context of considering many alternative evalu7

ation objectives, primary users, and information rpquirements, the

Specific measures to be used and data to be collected cannot 6e

considered in detail. In general, certain accommodations arid'

narrowing of scope may be necessary if desired data are-nOt

able. Several other general considerations need to'be kePt in

mind.
r-

There should be agreement among all primary users ihat the

data colle.cted in relation to each evaluation,quesqWxepresent

acceptable evidence.. This is especially imaKtant Whete phenomena

of interest are not directly observable and must be ,measured by

proxy variables.

,

The quality or effectiveness of D401 HPEP aciivities is

important in choosing measur s and determining dat be'coldected.

For instance, the number of linkages Mbans without knowledge

of the degree of institutional committ,ment behind he linkage.

The number of continuing education sessions reveals little without

knowledge of content, correspondence to need, and participation..
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The abOve references to data irequirements and types of infor-'

mation involve five kinds of measures including contgxt, input,

process, output and impact measures. Context measures pertain

to general characteristicS of.the programs such as their organi-

zational structure and management characteristicsrand to the'.

t14.
political, economic, and socio-demographic characteristics of

.\ the "host" community.

'N.

Inputs refers bothc, to dollars flowing through the project

and to physical resource such a0facu1ty, administrators, hospitals,

and classrooms. Process measures describe project activities

the ways
#4 I in which resources are combined in order to achieve

9

objectives. Examples might include the number of Family Practices'

Residency positions made available by the project or revisions

in UHSC curriculum incorpOrated in remote site training programs.

Output measures describe the results of D/R HPEP activities

and are defined in relation to project objectives. Outputs can

be defined at different levels of speciPicity: a sub-objective

might,be to expose a number of students to a remote site clinical

experience, measured by the nlember of students' participating

during a given time period in a specific clinical training pro-

gram. A related objective might be to induce these students to

choose a prima'ry care specialty or to choose to practice near the

,decentralized or regionalized program, measured by the number of

students who were influenced to do so by t ir experience in the

D/R HPEP.
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While output measures ,relate to project objectives, impact

measures Seek to assess the effect of project outputs on goal

attainment in the context of a larger ,environment where factors

outside the sphere of the D/R.HPEP, are operative.
%

TheOfive kinds of measures described here correspond to the

-typeS- f information discussed above in the-following manner.

Achievethents dre measured in terms of outputs and impacts. Costs

are measured in terms of inputs-. Efficiency is measured through

,a comparison of' outputs or impacts and inputs. A4tivities are

described, as noted, by process measures. Finally, the additional

\factors affecting performance, both endogenous and exogerious

factors, are measured by context variables.

Measurement problems arise to a greater or lesser extent in

all of these categories. Measurement of changes in student

attitudes toward practice in medically underserved areas, a sub-

objective of D/R HPEPs, is elusive.' However, attitude scales

have been developed and can be employed to give some indication.

Measurement_ of context variables is perhaps the most problematic.
. . .2 -.4 .4 .4 4 .4 .4

In terms of management factors, jt is not evident how charismatic

leadership or institutional'committment are td be measured.

Furthet, out of the multitude of political economic, and socio-

derMographic characteristics of the local setting, it is not ,

obvious which characteristics or what aspects are immediately

relevant to the performance of D/R HPEPs or how to measure them.

Furthermore, the deiree cp.f influence of COntext variables may
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ffuctuate during the lifetime of the project. Clearly, there are

no rules of thumb for characterizing the influence of context,
A

variables. As stated at the outset ot this seCtion, these and other

measurement definitions and problems must be dealt with within

the framework of a specific evaluation design.

e -

Probiets in Evaluating D/R HPEPs

.:Several factors in addition to measurement difficalt,ies

mentioned above create problems fon evaluating DIR HPEPs, factors

which on one hand limit the feasibility of evaluating certain

aspects of the programs, and which on the other hand place

special re,quirements on t/he evaluation design. These fctors

can be described in terms of delayed impacts, data availability

and comparability, attributi'on problems, 'and project hetergeneity.

Delayed Impacts

Delayed impacts simply yefers to the fact.that the overall

goals of D/R HPEPs are long-run goals which will require a number

of-years to attain. The training ptograms can'certai,,1y be

evaluated now. However, pless the timespan of.the-evaluation

can be extended to cover the relevant time period perhaps the

next five to eight years -- a current evaluation must focus on

evaluating processes and production of interMediate outputs. In

this regard, the qualitative dimensions of project measures are

especially important. The probability of fucure "-,uccess" depends

not only on the existenc of various activities, buttalso on their

4 1
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appropriateness for meeting local needs (and national goals), and

the extent to which they build in a long term capacity for continued ,

efforts.

Data Availability and Comparability

The efforts of Abt Associates, Inc. to describe BHM AHECs

have revealed many problems related to the availability and com-

parability of data from different projects. They observe:*

The projects with which this evaluation will deaf
probably vary tremendously with regard to the types
of internal information they collect and how they
record it. Some projects will be found to have
detailed program budgeting and management reporting
systems (keyed to activity milestones and budgets);
others will have trouble in listing their various
program efforts or in generating program cost data
at all. In some projects, basic program activity
data will be maintained at one central lacation
(sometimes in computerized form); in other projects,
this information will be maintained at various remote
sites, within individual participating institutions
(who may have never previously been asked to report it
to anyone). Some projects' periodic reports to
sponsoring agencies will provide a useful picture of
program operations; in other.cases, spending a great
deal of time on complex narrative reports-can -confuse-
the observer more than it informs him. Finally, there
is the problem of project staff turnoVer since the
start of the project. In a project setting where
'individuals (instead of systems) keep track of informa-
tion, such turnover (particularly if several top project
staff are affected) can cause a serious gap in the
record of project activities.

In anticipation of these problems, the evaluation design should

incorporate data collection protocols which are flexible enough

to obtain the maximum possible amount of desired data. If certain

data items are not available, other indicators might be sought.

In cases where no data are obtainable or where data reporting systems

*Paul Grigorieff, "Evaluation Concepts for Decentralized Health
Education Programs," Abt Associates, Inc., August 1975, p. 17.
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do not permit cross-project comparisons on specific items, certain

evaluation questions may have to be omitted from consideration.

Attribution Problems

Given the complexity of the eAvironment in\Which D/R.HPEPs

operate, it will be exceedingly difficult to identify impacts of

the programs, that is to be ahle to attribute observed changes to D/R;'

HPEP efforts. Clearly there are many factors, inckuding some out-

side of the sphere of D/R HPEPs, which influence the geographic

distribution and specialty choice of health professions. With so

many influencing variables, so few projects and no formal control

groups, it is impossible to establish causality with certainty.

If suitable control areas can be found for comparison, they may

provide the basis for informed judgements regarding the impacts of

D/R HPEPs.j_

A further attribution problem exists in trying to asSign
e-

responsibility for outputs to specific project components. This

problem aris.es because many of the proiects are "open systems',"

invo1ving d'ifferent organizations and activities. -Thus it is

difficult to identify specific ins tutional or program responsi-

tillty for some achievements. Also rny activities overlap in

purpose, contribUting to the achievement of several o6jectives.

This problem isencountered only in the evaluation of piocesses or

best practices .for achieving. objectives.

Project Heterogeneity

The extensive variation which exists in project description,

including objectives, ac,ivities, and organizational structure,
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poses problems for evaluation design. The interests of policy

makers, as described above, encompass both program performance and

project performance. However, there is a trade-off between a Case

study approach, which captures the unique characteristics of

individual projects, and a program level evaluation, which generalizes

about the performance of all projects taken together.

A program level assessment cannot accommodate all of the
AP.

'variability in characteristics and settings of individual projects

. which must be ignored or subsumed in broad generalizations.

At the same time it is likely that some projects may be evaluated

in terms of objectives of national interest which they themselves

have accepted, or to which they have assigned low priority. This

is perfectly legitimate for a national program evaluation, but is
C

likely to generate little enthusiasm at the project level. Since

project cooperation is necessary for a successful program evaluation,

this point may have implications for the evaluasion design. A
(-

_ - -
reasonable accommodation would be to retain'the nationally important

'objectives as grounds for evaluation but expand the evaluatioricon-

cerns to include the atypical activities and efforts of various

projects. If this method is carried to extreme, the result is a

series of case studies where the quantity of information becomes

unmanageable and the ability to generalize about program performance

is diminished.'

Also because.the projects and their settings are so heterogeneous,

-effects of project operations are not predictable. The evaluation

design should be.flexible enough to capture unanticipated.as well

as anticipated consequences of D/R- HPEPs.
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Scope and Level of Effort of the Evaluation

Returning to the initial issue of concer,n, it 4an be seen that

in light of the broad range of potential policy concerns, targets

and subjects for evaluation, different types of evaluation can be

conducted and the scope and focus of the evaluati effort (how many

and which evaluation qudstions are addressed) Ere variable. One

option mentioned at the outset is to conduct no forr-al evaluation.

This would be a reasonable-course of action if it appeared that

evaluation results at any level would be too inconclusive to merit

the necessary investment or that time constraints precluded a mean-

ingful evaluation. This option might be combined with a decision

to increase efforts to institute a uniform management information

system, facilitating future evaluation efforts and creating the

capacity for longitudinal analysis of program performance.

A second option would be to conduct a program evaluation of

one national program. At leas.t 15 months would be required to

design and conduct the evaluation and interpret results, allowing

time for current MIS efforts to yield initial results. This type

of evaluation is roughly estimated to cost between $300,000 and

$400,000.*

As another alternative, the capacity to compare across prograim

types might be added to the protram evaluation. The necessity of

*This estimate corresp.onds to an evaluation of the Bureau of Health
Manpower AHEC program. Because of the number of projects and sites
involved, program evaluation of RMP HS/EAs and VA AHECs are likely
to cost more, and less, than this estimate, respectively.
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examining projects from a variety of programs would raise,the over-
-,

*
all costs to perhaps $400,000 $500,000 and require a timespan of

apProximately 18 months.

An in-depth, evaluation concerned.with identify]. "best practices"
a ;

in achieving a few sPecified ,objectives would add approximately,

$250,000 to $:550,000 to overall costs and would also require in

total approximately 18 months.

Project level.evaluations might perhaps be conducted for

$15,000 to $20,000 per project over a period of 12 to 18 months,

depending on the number of prbjects studied.

The evaluation of alternative interventiovtrategies as

described would be a complex undertaking. With the large number

of DR HPEP sites and control sites to be studied, this evaluation

effort would most likely require $500,000 to $750,000 and 18 to

24 months,
40.

----- Finally it-is-estimatedthatthe combination of a current--

national program evaluation plus full-scale efforts to operation-
0

. alize a management InfOrmation system would cost in the range of

$500;000 to $750,000.
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